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ABSTRACT 
Sufficient conditions for a cubic form w in n variables to be representable as a 
sum of cubes of n+m [m<(n-2)/2] h ‘near forms are derived. For m = 0,l the 
conditions are also necessary (whether it is true for m > 1 is an open question). In 
each case the corresponding algorithm requires, besides arithmetic operations over the 
coefficients of o, solving one algebraic equation of degree m + n. 
INTRODUCTION 
In a previous paper [l] we showed how to express a polynomial in one 
variable as a sum of equal powers of linear binomials. The solution was based 
on the idea of extending a form in n variables to a form in n + k variables in 
such a way that the new form would have its set of symmetric operators 
isomorphic to the semigroup of all diagonal matrices. In the present paper the 
same idea is carried out for a cubic form in an arbitrary number of variables 
belonging to a wide class of cubic forms. 
Let C” be an n-dimensional vector space, and w a trilinear function 
C” x C” x C” + C, symmetric with respect to any two vectors. The function 
+(X) = w(F, F, F) is called a cubic form. Any cubic form defines a unique 
symmetric cubic function. The latter can be found from the form by a 
process of polarization [2]. We shall use the terms “form” and “symmetric 
trilinear function” interchangeably. If { Ei, &. . . , e;l} is a basis of C” and 
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w(x, 2,s) = @ijkxixjxk? 0) 
i,j,k=l 
where aijk = w(ci, Ej, Ek), symmetric on i, j, k. If, in addition, ij = y,Ei + 
yszs + . . . + y,G” and Z= ziEi + zsE, + . . * + z,,Z,,, then 
n 
0(X, Y> 2) = C aijk"iyjzk* 
i,j,k=l 
(2) 
We assume that w is nondegenerate, which means that if wS(X, y) = 0 for all 
-- -- 
x, y E C”, where the biljnear function wz is defined by the identity L&X, y) 
- -- 
= ~(a, r, y), then a= 0 (otherwise, w is a direct sum of a zero-form and a 
nondegenerate w’, acting in C”, m < n). We also assume that there exists a 
vector a E C” such that rank( a,) = n and call such a form regular. The form 
w is nondegenerate iff the system of linear equations 
t “kW(&,~j,ek)=o (i,j=1,2 ,..., n, i<j) 
k=l 
with unknowns oi, oz,. . . , a, has only the trivial solution or, in other words, 
iff the n( n + 1)/2 X n matrix 
i 
Will WI12 * . . QllIl 
w121 w122 -.. *12n 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
w flnl w nn2 .-* 0 nnn I 
has rank n. The form o being regular means that det( M( oi, (us, . . . , a,)) # 0, 
where 
i=l i=l i=l 
n n n I 
M(a,,(Y2,...,(Y,)= C aioi21 c aiwi22 **. 
i=l i=l 
C ai*i2n . 
i=l 
1 .; . . . . . . . . t; ..*........... )1 . . . ..I. 
L C aiWinl C aiWin2 ” ’ C aiWinn i=l i=l i=l 1 
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Note that if w is degenerate, then there exists linear dependence between 
rows of M with constant coefficients, while if w is not regular and is not 
degenerate, then rows of M are independent over C, while they are depen- 
dent over C[(~r,cxa,..., a,]. It is obvious that a degenerate form is not 
regular. The converse is not true, as the following example (due to G. 
Jennings [3]) shows: n = 5, o(X, f, 5) = r:rs - 2x,x,x, + x:x3. Here o is 
nondegenerate, but rank( oz) < 5 for any Z E C5. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that 
rank( oSn ) = n . (3) 
Then there exist linear operators D,, D,, . . . , D,_ 1, D, ( = Idn) such that 
- - 
w(E~, Xp y) = w(E~> DiX> Y)> i=1,2 n. ,...> (4) 
Indeed, we, defines a map w, : C” + C”* [o,(X)(y) = w,jX, ij)]; similarly, 
w,-, defines a map wi : C” + C”*. Due to (3), w, is an isomorphism, so for any 
vector a7 E C” there exists i!’ E C” such that w,(9) = wi(~). We set DiX = X’. 
It is obvious that Di is linear and satisfies (4). 
Note the following properties of the operators Di: 
($ Dit= “!“; 
eat D, IS symmetric with respect to wz”; 
(c) [D,D~]e;,+[DiDk]e,+[DkDj]e;.=O, where, as usual, [PQ] means 
PQ - QP; 
(d) if ( Di),(w,),(ozn) are matrices of Di, a,-,, and oe, respectively, then 
(Di) = (Q~~)-Yw~,). 
Proof. 
- - 
(a): 0 = o(Ei, Ej, ij) - o(cj, ei, y) = w(E,,, DiEj, ij) - o(E,, DiEi, ij) 
= w(Z,, DiEj - Diei, y). From (3) it follows that Diifj = fjiTi. 
(b): o,iDiX, q) - ~~$5, D&j) = w(Ei, 5, ij) - w(Ei, Q, x) = 0. 
(c) follows in a straightforward manner from (a). 
(d) can be checked by straightforward calculation. n 
In [l] we considered the set S? of all linear operators C” + C” symmetric 
with respect to w, i.e. operators A such that w(Ax, ij, Z) = w(z?, Ay, Z), 
X, fj, Z E C”. It was shown that if A, B E D then [ AB] = 0, and that the 
following two statements are equivalent: (1) 52 is isomorphic to the semigroup 
of all diagonal matrices; (2) w(X; X; 2) can be expressed as a sum of n cubes 
of linear functions of f. Now we establish a relation between the set Q and 
operators Di . 
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LEMMA 1. Zf [DiDj]=OforaZZj=1,2,...,n-1, thenDiEiL 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that w(DiFj, I?~, X) - w(“i_ DiEk, X) = 0 
for j,k=1,2 ,..., n, XEC”. We have w( DiEj, Ek, X) - w(ej, Dick, X) = 
w(z,, DkDiZj, X) - w(&, DjDiZk, X) = a(+?,,, Di(D$j - Dje,), X) = 0 due to 
(4. n 
1. CUBIC FORMS REPRESENTABLE AS SUMS OF n CUBES 
Let 
w(nr,y,z)= i f"(qf"(g)f"(z), (5) 
t=1 
where f ‘, f 2,. . . , f are linearly independent linear functions C” + C, and 
{ f,> f,> *. * > fi}, the conjugate basis, i.e., the set of vectors in C” such that 
f’(f,) = ; 
1 if i=j, 
0 if i#j. (6) 
LEMMA 2. AE$Z iffAx=Xix, i=1,2 ,..., n; XieC. 
Proof. Let Af;= Aix; p 
-- - - 
rove that o(Ax, y, Z) = w(f, Ay, z). It is suffi- 
cient to prove the identity for X = f;, y = fi, Z = fk. We have a(Af;, 6, f,) - 
w(x, Afs, f,) = (Xi - Xj)w(x, fiT, fk) = 0 [for i Z j it follows from G-(S)]. 
Conversely, let A E 52 and 
Ax= i citf. 
t=1 
If i z j then w( Af;r, fi, f-s) - w(x, A<, $) = 0. On the other hand, 
w( Af;T, 4, fi) - a( 1, A&, 6) 
due to (S)-(6). So cij = 0 if i # j. w 
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LEMMA 3. we. is regular iff’( E,)f’( En) * . . f”(E,) Z 0. 
Proof. 
o(e,, x, y) = 5 f '(Z")f Wf “(YL 
t=1 
soti x=~,f,+x,f,+ ..- +r,f,, then 
which proves the lemma. W 
LEMMA 4. If Fi:c"-'c" is an operator such that a<x, x9 Y)= 
w(& Fix, y), then 
Let D,, D,, . . . , Dn-l, D,, ( = Idn) be operators defined by (4). 
LEMMA 5. 
fj(q) _ 
Difi= fj(e,)f;y i, j = 1,2 ,...,n. 
96 
Proof. Since 
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it is obvious that 
Di = f f'(q)&, 
t=1 
where F, are as in Lemma 4. So 
” ft(f;) - fj(ei) - 
Oi&= tglft(Ei) ft(zn)f;= fj(e,)fi* n 
Now consider a form 
w’(i$y,z)=o(?,y,z)+ i g’(x)g”(y)g’(~), (7) 
t=1 
where w is defined by (5), g’, g2, . . . , g k are linear forms, k < n, and 
g’(Zi) = 0, t = 1,2 ,..., k, i = k + 1, k +2 ,..., n. 
LEMMA 6. ~6, is regular iff f '(En)f"(En). . . f”(Cn) # 0. 
Proof. Since a’(&, F, g) = w(fF,, x, Y), we can apply Lemma 3. W 
Assume that we, (and therefore u$) is regular and D,, D,, . . . , II,_ 1, 0, 
are defined by (4), and D;, 04,. . . , DA_1, 
-- 
0,’ by similar identities w’( Gi, x, y ) 
= a’( i?,, D;?, @). 
LEMMA 7. D;+l=Dk+l, D;+2=Dk+2,..., D;_I=Dn_l (and there- 
fore [ D:DJ = 0 if i, j > k). 
Proof. If i > k then o’(ci, F, y) - ~‘(e,, Die, Y) = ~(gi, XT Y) - 
-- 
w(e,, Dix, y) = 0. Thus, Di’= 0,. n 
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2. GRAM-SCHMIDT ORTHOGONALIZATION FOR CUBIC FORMS 
In this section o is a nondegenerate cubic form acting in C”, 
{e,, e,, * * * I En } is a basis in C”, w;” is regular, and D,, D,, . . . , D,_ 1 are 
defined by (4). Assume that the eigenvahres X r, X s, . . . , A, of D,- 1 are all 
distinct, and z,, does not belong to any proper invariant subspace of D,, _ 1. In 
other words, the eigenvectors fT, fi, . . . , f, of D,_ 1, 
can be normed in such a way that 
Because of the symmetry of D”_r [property (b)l, w(&,, D,-,& $> -
w(E,, A’, D,-,fi> = 0, or (Ai - Xj)W(‘n, A, $1 = 0. SO 
w(E”>&fi)=o , i, j = 1,2 ,***, n, i # j. (10) 
On the other hand, w(g”, x, x) = 0 would imply w(E,,, fi, 5) = 0 for all 
32 E C”, and we. would be degenerate. So 
W(e;ly x> x) =ci + O, i=1,2 ,..., 72. (11) 
Let { f1,f2,..., f" } be a basis of linear forms conjugate to { fT, f,, . . . , f-, } 
[see (S)]. Introduce a trilinear function w’ defined by 
d(cy,z)=o(x,y,z)- 5 c,f'(x)f'(g)fyz). (12) 
t=1 
Because of (9)-(11) we have 
W’(E”, x, y) = 0. (13) 
Moreover, 
~‘(~,_~,fi,J;.)=o(e,,D,-,~,f;.)- f: c,f"(~,-,)f'(fi)f'(fi)=o 
t=1 
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if i# j, and, because e;,_,=D,e;,_,=D,_,e;,=A,f;,+h,f,+ ... +X,f, 
zu,‘“‘* (% and (S)l, we also have w’(E”_,, j, x) = hiw(5,,, 4, j) - cihi = 0. 
, 
-- 
@‘@,-l, x9 Y) = 0, 04) 
and w’ is a direct sum of zero acting in the 2dimensional space Z” _ i@ &, and 
a form w” acting in the (n - 2)dimensional space C”/(Zn_,@e,). Applying 
the same procedure to w” (provided that the necessary conditions are 
satisfied), we express w” as a sum of cubes of n - 2 linear forms plus a form 
w “’ acting in (n - 4)dimensional space, and so on. As a result we shall 
express w as a sum of n( n + 2)/4 cubes if n is even, and (n + 1)‘/4 cubes if 
n is odd. Indeed, if n = 2k, the number of forms is 2k + (2k - 2) + . . . + 4 + 
2 = k( k + 1) = n( n + 2)/4. If n = 2k - 1, the number of forms is (2k - l)+ 
(2k - 3)+ . . . +3 + 1 = k2 = (n + 1)2/4. So we proved the following: 
PROPOSITION. A cubic fm can be expressed, in general,’ as a sum of 
n(n + 1)/4 cubes of linear fomts if n is even, and (n + 1)2/4 cubes if n is 
odd. 
We now evaluate the number of independent coefficients involved in the 
representation above. If n = 2k we have (2k)2 + (2k - 2)2 + . . . + 42 + 22 = 
2k( k + 1)(2k + 1)/3 = n( n + l)( n + 2)/6 independent coefficients. If n = 2k 
- 1, the number of independent coefficients is (2k - 1)2 +(2k - 3)2 
. . . +3s+ls= [12+22+ . . . +(2k-1)2+(2k)2]- [22+42+ ... + 
&k - 2)2 + (2k)2] = k(2k - 1)(2k + 1)/3 = n(n + l)(n + 2)/6. Note that 
a cubic form has n(n + l)(n +2)/6, the same number of coefficients. 
The process described enables us to obtain, in general, an infinite number 
of representations of w as a sum of cubes. To specify a representation, it is 
sufficient to fix a sequence of subspaces (0) c C2 c C4 c . . + c C”-2 c C” 
if n is even, or (0) C C2 c C4 C *. . C C”-’ C C” if n is odd. The process is 
reminiscent of the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization of a quadratic form. 
Note that if [DiD,_l] = 0 for i = k, k + 1,. . . , n - 2, 
then, as it is simple to show, in addition to (13)-(14) we have w’(ei, X, Y) = 0 
(i=k,k+l,..., - - n - 2; x, y E C”), and o’ in fact is acting in (k-l)- 
dimensional space, and the number of terms in the representation of w as a 
sum of cubes of linear forms wiII be smaller than was indicated above. The 
extreme case is k = 1; then Q is commutative (Lemma l), w’ = 0, and 
’ Here, “in general” means: provided that each of the forms w, w’, w”, is regular and at 
each step the property (9) holds. 
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(12) provides the (unique) representation of w as a sum of 12 cubes of linear 
forms. 
EXAMPLE 1. Find alI representations of the product x1xsx3 as a sum of 
the smallest number of cubes of linear forms in xi, x2, xa. 
Introduce the linear space C3, and let { G,,Z,,Z,} be a basis of C3. 
Define a trihnear symmetric function w acting in C3 by 
i, j, k are all distinct, 
0 otherwise. 
(15) 
It is obvious that if ~=x,6,+x,E,+r,Z, then w(X,X,X)=x,x,x,. Let 
Z3 = d l~, + d zZ, + d 3cT3. The matrix of o,-~ relative to the basis { Gi } is 
0 da d, 
I 1 d, 0 d, ; d, d, 0 
its determinant is 2d ,d zd3. So oc3 is regular iff d ,d Bd 3 # 0. Assume that this 
condition is satisfied. Let Es = d;ci, + d $Tz + d AZ,. Due to property (d), 
numbers Xi and vectors fi satisfying (8) can be found from the identities 
XEC3. w(E2 - AZ,, f;, 2) = 0, i = 1,2,3, 
So the characteristic equation of D, is 
0 dj - Ad, d;; - Ad, 
dj-Ad, 0 d;- Ad, 
di- Ad, dimAd, 0 
or 2(di - hd,)(dh - Xd,)(dj - Ad,) = 0. The eigenvalues of D, are 
x1+ 
1 
A,=;, 
2 
x33. 
3 
Assume that they are all distinct; in other words, that none of the determi- 
nants of the second order of the matrix 
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vanishes. The eigenvectors of D, corresponding to Xi, A,, A, are 
where 
If {a’, at, a3} and {f’, f2, f3} are bases of C3* conjugate to the bases 
{ ai } and { fi} respectively, then, as it is easy to check, 
f’ = - 
2d’A (- 
A,a’ + A2a2 + A3a3), 
1 1 
f2=- ’ (A,@’ 
2d,A, 
- A2a2 + A3a3), 
fL &Ala1 + A2a2 - A3u3). 
3 3 
In order to find w’ [see (12)] we have to evaluate o(c3, x, x). We have 
d 3A2 1 1 
=- 
3A,A, ’ 
Similarly, 
The equality (12) now becomes 
- - 
w’(~,~,q=w(r,x,x)+ 24A A A l {(- A,x, + A2x2 + A,x,)~ 
1 2 3 
+(A,x,-h,x,+A,~,)~+(A~~i+A,x~-h~~~)~}. (16) 
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What we want next is to find w’. The easiest way is based on the 
following statement: if a trilinear form w acts in C”, and f E C”*, f # 0, has --- 
the property that o(x, y, a) = 0 for any a E C” such that f(C) = 0, then 
w( 5, lj. Z) = const f(X) f( g) f( Z). Indeed, since f # 0, there exists a vector U 
such that f(V)=l. Then, X= f(X)V+(X-f(?)z)), f(X-f(lc)V)=O; simi- 
larly for the vectors v and Z, which yields o(X, lj, Z) = 
--- 
o( o, v, v)f(X)f(ij)f( 2). The statement is proved. Applying it to w’ defined 
by (16) set f =A,a’+A,a2+Asu3. We have f(i&)= f(E3)=0, and if 
f(Z) = 0, then a belongs to the space spanned by Gs and Z3. Because of 
(13)-(14) our w’ and f satisfy ail condition of the statement. To find the 
value of const, substitute X = a,, g = a,, Z = G, into the equation obtained 
by polarization of (16) [see (1) and (Z)]. We get 
1 1 
const AlAsA = - + 
6 24A,A,A, 
(-3AiA,As)=;, 
or 
1 
const = 
24A,A,A, ’ 
The final result [from (IS)] is 
1 
x1x2x3 = 24A,A,,A, 
((A,~,+A,x,+A,x,)~+(A~x~-A~x~-A~~~)~ 
+ ( - Air, + Azxz - A,x,)~ 
+(--~xl-A,x,+h,~,)~), 
where A,, Aa, A, are arbitrary numbers other than zero. 
3. CUBIC FORMS REPRESENTABLE AS SUMS 
OF n + 1 CUBES OF LINEAR FORMS (SPECIAL e,,) 
Again, let C” be a linear n-space and 
n+l 
o(x,Y,q= c f'(x)f'(g)ff(z), - - x,y,zEC". (17) 
t=1 
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In this section, as well as in the next one, we assume that o is not 
decomposable and therefore any n of the n + 1 linear functions 
f1J2,...,fn,fn+i are linearly independent. There exists a vector Z such 
that f’(Z) = 0 for one value of t and f’(Z) # 0 for the remaining t ‘s. For 
such a vector, o,- is nondegenerate, so ws is regular for almost all V E C”. Let 
{e,,e,,...,e;,_,, n I? } be a basis of C” and wZn be regular. Assume that, by 
chance, vector En is chosen such that it is mapped into zero by one of forms 
f',f2,- f", f"' ' (by Lemma 6, there can be only one such form). We call 
such a vector E,, special; the general case that f '(E,,) # 0 for all i = 
1,2,. . . ) n, n - 1 will be studied in the next section. 
To be specific, assume that 
f'(Q=O. (18) 
Assume also that 
f'(E2)=f'(E3)= ... =f'(en_l)=O, f'(Q#O. (19) 
The last assumption is not essential; it is made for convenience only and will 
be omitted later. Introduce a new cubic form: 
n+l 
w"(x,y,z)= c f'(qfyY)f*(Z), (20) 
t=2 
and let Di( 0;‘) D,( D,“), . . . , 0, _ 1( 0,” I), D,( 0,“) ( = Idn) be defined by 
(4) for w(w”) (wg: is regular, since wf: = oZ,). By Lemma 7, D,” = D,, 
D”=D 
3 3”“’ D;C1 = D,,-l. Define a vector Gr by the identity 
W(f?,,i&,X)=fyq, X-EC"; (21) 
5i exists and is unique. We have 
~(e,,e,,x)-o”(e,,e,,x) =w(Z,,, D(D,- D;‘)e,,X). (22) 
On the other hand, 
W(e,,e;,f)--“(e,,ei,x)= 
i 
0 if i#l, 
f'(E,)f'(fF,)f'(Z) if i=l. (=) 
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Because of (a) and (21)-(23), we have w(&, (Di - D;‘)Zi, X) = 
W(E”, f’(e,)f’(e,)u,, q, XE C”, so 
(D,-D;‘)x=f’(e,)f’(x)q, (24) 
and [Di, Di] = [Di- D;‘, DiJ (i = 2,3 ,..., n) yields 
[Dl, Di]x=f’(el)[f’(Dilc)ul-f’(x)Di~l]’ (25) 
LEMMA 8. The vectors Cl, D2iT1, D3G1,. . . , D,_ It‘l are linearly indepen- 
dent. 
Proof. Let 
(Po+P2D2+ ... + pLn_lDn_l)V, = 6 (26) 
and 
where {f,,f,,...,fn,fn+l> is a basis conjugate to { f2, f3,. . . , f”, f”’ ’ }. 
Because of Lemma 5, (26), and (27) we get 
t=2,3 ,..., n+l. (28) 
If “2% . . * v,,v”+l z 0, then it follows from (28) that p2Dg + p3D3 -- 
+ 0.. +/.A~_~D,,_~= -/.&,,khl and o(,.‘&+~,e,+ **. +~n-@,-,,x,y) 
= w(E,,,(p2D2 + p3D3 + . * * 
-- -- 
+ ~~_iD~_i)r, Y) = -IL&E,,, r, Y), or W(P& 
+p2g2+ . . . +~~_,e;,_i,X,y)=O, which is possible only if p0=p2= 
. . . =p”_i=O. Now, let one of the v’s be 0, say vntl. Then f’(x)=w 
I?“, Cl, X) = v2w(E,, f2, X) + v3u(e,, f3, X) + . . . + v,w(e,. f,, q = VZCZf 2(x) + 
3c3f3(X)+ . . * + v,,c,f”(F) [see (ll)], and the forms f ‘, f2,..., f” are not 
independent. The contradiction proves the lemma. W 
From the lemma, it follows that dim(Im([D,, Oil)) = 2 and Im([Dl, D,]) 
n Im([ D,, Dj]) is a one-dimensional space spanned by the vector rTi, and that 
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[Di,D,]-‘[U,] is a subspace f’(?)=O, the same for all i’s (i,j=2,3,..., 
n- 1, i#j). 
Now, omit the assumption (19). Let { Ei, cl,. . . , EL _ 1, En } be a basis of C” 
with Z* satisfying (18). Without loss of generality, we can assume that 
{l(iEi):i. Set Ei = Zi, & = Ei- die,, where di = f’(e;‘)/f’(ei), so f’(Zi) = 
> , >...> n - 1. If 0: are defined by the identities 
_ - w(e;l, x, y) = w(e,, D[f> Y>Y (29) 
then 
D; = D,, 0; = Di + d,D, (30) 
and 
[D;,D:]x=f’(e,)[f’((D:-diD;)x)4-f’(x)(D~-diD;)o,]. (31) 
Using (25) and (30), we can derive expressions for [ D[, DJ similar to (31), 
but we shall not need them. The image of [D,!, DJ (if it does not vanish) is, 
again, a two-dimensional space containing Gi, and the preimage of [VI] is the 
same subspace f’(2) = 0. 
Now we can describe an algorithm that tells how, given a cubic form w 
and a vector Z,,, one can check if the form is representable as a sum of n + 1 
cubes of linear forms with Z,, nullifying one of the forms. If it is representable, 
the algorithm enables one to find the desired representation. Let 
{e;, 6; )...) EL_,, Z,, } be a basis of C”, wzn be regular, and 0; be defined by 
(29). Without loss of generality, we can assume that [D;, D(] # 0 for i = 
2,3,..., n - 1. If w and I?,, are of the type considered in this section, the 
following is true: rank[D,!, DJ = 2 if [D(, DJ # 0 (it follows from expression 
for [D/, D(] mentioned above); the intersection of any two images of [D:, DJ 
( # 0) is a one-dimensional space, and the same for any two operators. Denote 
any vector spanning this space by i?i. Denote by C”- ’ the subspace 
[D/, DJ -‘[Vl], which is the same for any i, j (with [D,‘, DJ + 0). The vector 
E, @ C”-‘; so, for appropriate numbers d,, da,...,d,_l, the vectors Ea = $ 
- d,E;, ZS=Zi-d,Z;,..., 6,_,=&Ap,--d”_,Zi belong to C”-‘. It is sim- 
ple to show that corresponding operators D, = 0; - d,D;, DA = Dj - 
d,D;,..., On-I= DA-,-d “_lD; commute. In fact, they are the operators 
Di that were considered at the beginning of this section. 
LEMMA 9. There exists a linear combination of operators D,, OS,. . . , D,, _ I 
whose eigenvalues are all distinct. 
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Proof. As it follows from Lemmas 5 and 7, the eigenvahies of yzQ + 
j.Laos + . * * + pn-lDn-l are 
y.=~~~~~$+, i=2,3 ,..., n,n+l. (32) 
e, 
If vi = vi, for any sets {~s,~s,...,~~-~}, then (32) yields 
mt) _ m-t) 
fi(E-*) fp-,) ’ 
t=2,3 ,..., n-l. (33) 
The equalities (33) make the rank of the matrix 
P(e;) fYe,> ... P&J 
fi(e,) fi(Q) ... fi(E”) 
file,) file,) f * f fi’(En) 
smaller than 3, and the forms f’, f’, and f” are not linearly independent. 
This contradiction proves the lemma. W 
Taking a linear combination of D,, OS,. . . , D,, 1 whose eigenvalues are 
all distinct, we follow the procedure described in Section 2. It enables us to 
find linear forms f2, f3,. . . , fn+’ such that the difference 
n+l 
vanishes if r, Ij, or Z E C”- ‘. So, as in Example 1, the difference is 
const f’(f)f’( y)f’( Z), where f’(x) = 0 is the equation for C”-’ defined 
above. If any of the conditions in the description of the algorithm fails, then 
the desired representation (with Z,, nullifying one of the forms) is impossible. 
The purpose of the following numerical example, as well as the example 
in the next section, is to illustrate some of the general arguments of this 
section rather than to offer a computational algorithm. 
EXAMPLE 2. Express w = xf +19x; - 27x: - 10x2 +30xfrx, - 9x:x3 - 
3x;xd +66x:x, - 18x:x, +72x,2x, +27x,2x, - 30x$, +33x:x, - 39x$, + 
42x:x, - 3x,2x3 - 30x,x,x, +48x,x,x, +48x,x,x, - 84x,x,x, as a sum of 
cubes of 5 linear forms in xi, x2, xs, x4. Let n = 4, {I?;, EL, I?;, a} be a basis 
of C4, and x = x@; + xs~; + x3Zi + xrZ4. The components of our form are: 
w;ii = 1, w& = 19, oj, = - 27, w& = - 10, 0’1~~ = 10, ai13 = - 3, w;i4 
= -1, o&.=22, w&= -6, w,=24, w;as=9, oh= -10, w&=11, 
d44 = - 13, wL4 = 14, wh4 = - 1, ~‘1~ = - 5, ~‘1~~ = 8, o;~ = 8, oh = 
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- 14. The matrix GJ; of the bilinear function uLz has entries uiSt (s, t = 
1,2,3,4), and the matrix (0;) of the operator D/ can be calculated as 
(w;)-~w~ (i = 1,2,3,4). After evaluating, we obtain 
m = 
I!22 173 
192 960 
s 21 
64 64 
_w 277 
64 320 
_67_ 83 
192 192 
- 
173 _8H1 1027 
%o 960 320 
71 LB -133 
64 64 64 
277 871 -2031 
320 320 320 
a7 241 -323 
192 192 64 
553 1027 
192 320 
73 -133 
64 64 
303 _u)31 
64 320 
781 -323 
192 64 
551 
192 
-119 
64 
_!BL 
64 
-_u!!s 
192 
I? 
0 
1 
0 ' 
0 1 
0 
0 
1 . 
0 1 
The matrices D;,, D&, D& of [D;, DJ, [D;, DJ, [ 04, 0.J respectively are 
D;, = 
Di3 = I 
125 12725 
192 3072 
z!B m 
240 15360 
89 139481 
96 9216 
- 25603 
3072 
15305 
3072 
EgB 
3072 
~ 
3072 
20863 
2.304 
-4135 
76.3 
16313 -__ 
768 
39595 
-2304 
124463 
15360 
-9305 
3072 
1594679 
46060 
D&= 263819 
15360 
54715 
3072 
1126609 
15360 
576823 
-ziF 1 40111 -- 3072 
43s7’0 
46080 
-7235 0 
3072 
9216 1 
62441 0 ’ 
-15360 
38647 () 
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The intersection of the images of any two operators [D,!, Di] is a one-dimen- 
sional space spanned by the vector 5; = 511E; - 285E4 - 1083Zs - 955&. 
The equation of the subspace CnP3 = C3 (see above) is o;(+?,, cI, X) = 0, or 
X1-X2 - 3x3 = 0, so f’(x& + r&L + xX,6; + x46&) = const(x, - x2 - 3x,). 
Note that f’(e;l) = 0, so our choice of E4 has really been specific. Now, 
f’(E;)=O, so we can set E,=E;, 6s=GL+Z;, E3=E$+3E;. We have 
f ‘(i&) = f ‘(Z3) = 0 and D, = 04 + D;, D3 = Dj +3D; [see (30)]. The matrix 
of D3 relative to the initial basis { Ei, 6;, E$, Z4} is 
its characteristic polynomial is 
~4_2~3),3+&5),2+125~_625 
3 12 3 12 . 
The eigenvahres of D3 are 
A,=S, A,=$, A,=%, A,= -2; 
the corresponding eigenvectors normed in accordance with (9) are 
The linear forms of the basis { f 2, f 3, f”, f 5} conjugate to {fly J$, f,, f4) are 
f2(X)=q-2x2+2x3+x4, f3(X) =x1 + $x2 - ix3 + x4, 
Next, w(E4, f,, f;> = 1, w(e,, _I$, f,> = 8, (de,, f,, &> = - 27, 4e,> f,> f,) = 
8. Because of (ll)-(12), we now get w(X, X, X)- [f2(Q13 - 8[f3(X)13+ 
27[ f4(X)13 - 8[ f ‘(X)13 = const(x, - x2 - 3~~)~. Setting xl = 1, x2 = x3 = x4 
- - - 
=0, we obtain const=l. So the answer iS o(X,X,~)=(X~-X~-~X~)~+ 
(xl - 2x, + 2x3 + r4)3 + (2x, + 3x2 - x3+2x4)3 + ( - 2x1 + x3 - 3x4)3 + 
(-x,+x, - 2x3 +2x4)3. 
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4. CUBIC FORMS REPRESENTABLE AS SUMS OF n + 1 CUBES 
OF LINEAR FORMS (GENERAL e”) 
Consider again a linear space C”, { Zi, Za,. . . , En} a basis of C”, and a 
cubic form w defined by (17). Let 
j-(f) = CilXl + ci2x2 + *. . + c, x 
*II n, 
for X= xie, + x&s + . . . + r,E,. Under our 
regular, define a vector U,+i by the identity 
w(e,, 2)“+r, x) = fn+i(,_), 
and let D,, D,, . . . , II_ 1 be defined by (4). 
Introduce an (n + l)-dimensional space 
c “+I = C”@e”+ 
i=1,2 )..., n,n+l, (34) 
usual assumption that we,, is 
fEC”, (35) 
1 (38) 
and a cubic form ij acting in C”+’ by setting 
+(cn+,,,x, + . . . c”+l,“x” + x,+1) 
X(C”,,,,~, + . . . + C”il,“Z” + Z”,lh (37) 
where x=x@,+ ... +x”~“+x”+,Z”+,, Y=y,Z,+ ... +y”~“+Y”+i~“+i, 
- - 
and Z= z@, + . . . + ~“5” + z”+i~“+i; x, y, Z E C”+‘. It follows from 
Lemma 3 that G7,” is regular iff 
f’( e”)f2( 6”) * * . f”( E”)f”+y f?“) f 0, (38) 
which justifies treating specific and general [satisfying (38)] Z”‘s differently. 
In this section, we assume that E” satisfies (38), i.e., that 3,” is regular. If 
d,, fi2,. . . , fin_l, fin ( = Idn), fi”+i are operators C”+i + C”+’ defined by 
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(4) for the form 6, then 
[di,Dj]=o, i,j=1,2 ,..., n,n+l. (39) 
To find relations between Di and fii, let $J be the projection on { Z,,, 1 } 
parallel to C”, so that @(Fe c&+ 1) = c, X E C”, and define operators 
~;,D&...,D;_~,D;,D;+~:C”+‘+C”bytheidentities 
D$= Q>ix- +(fii+,+l, re C”+l. (40) 
-- 
If i <,n and x,Y EC”, then 
-- -- -- 
o(Z?, D~x, Y) = O(ei, X, Y) = ‘(ci> X, Y) = 
J(<~, D,X, g) = w(z,, D[fyy) + +(DiX)~(~~>~~+,, G) = a(&, Dif* G) + 
+(DiT)f”+‘(En>. Now f “+‘(g = w(e,, D$+ @i~)f”+‘(~n)~,,+l, y)> so 
o(gn, D~X- D$- ~(Dix)f”“(e,)v,+,,y)=O, (IEC”, or 
Dir= D,!x+ @$+“+‘(~,),-,+,. (41) 
Substituting the expression for D$ from (40) into (41), we can write the 
latter as 
fiiX= Dir- $@&, fEC”, 
Di 
= 1,2 ,...,n--1. 
Now (44), (43), and yield 
fi&+,= Diifn+,-s#@i2-,,+,)60. (46) 
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From (42) and (46) we conclude that 
f$X= Di?- +(fi&, XEC”+l, i=1,2 )...) n-l. (47) 
Evaluate the commutators [Di, Dj]. From (47) it follows that tiifij? = 
- - - - 
Di(fij$) - +(fiifijjx)e, = DiDi?- +(fijX)DiEO - +(fiifijx)eO, and, taking 
into account (39), we obtain 
[D,, Dj]~=~(fij~)DiEO-~(~i~)DjEO. (48) 
Now we prove that the following equalities are true: 
Lqe;,,e,,x)=o, xEC”, (49) 
(s(~i,Eo,~) = -@i)ix)G(en,eo,e,), XECn+l, i=1,2 )...) n-l. 
(56) 
Indeed, if X E C”, then, taking into account (35) (37), and (43), we obtain 
1c) - G(Z,, &+i, X) = f”+‘(fQ)f”+‘(X) - 
(49). If r E cn+l, then, because of (47), 
~(e,, e,, X) = G(e,,, e,, fiiX) = cj(&,,, e,, D,lc) - +(@)3(&, e,, e,) = 
- cp(fii+(E,, go, &,), since DiS E C” and (49) is applicable. This proves 
(56). 
In the remaining part of the section we shah need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 10. There exists a linear combination of operators 
q, &,..., Q-1 with distinct eigenvalues. 
Proof. Let X= xle, + x&a + . . . + x,6,, + x,+le;l+l, and let linear forms 
f”‘,f”2 )..., f;l,f;l+i:Cn+i + C be defined by the identities 
f(x) = 2 cifxt, i = 1,2 ,...,n; P”(x) = rn+i + i Cn+l,tXt. 
t=1 t=1 
The n+l forms are independent in (C”+‘)*. Let {fT,f,,...,f,,fn+i} be 
the conjugate basis in C”+ ‘. Commuting operators fir, fi2,. . . , Bn- 1 break 
down C”+’ into a direct sum of subspaces C,, C,, . . . , C, such that fii/‘Cj 
is a multiple of the identity. Each of Cj is spanned by a subset of 
{f,>f,,..., fi, fi+ 1 }. We prove the lemma by showing that each Cj is 
onedimensional. Indeed, assume, to the contrary, that fir, fit, E C,, i’+ i”. 
Then, by Lemma 5, we would have p’(e,)/fli’(&) = f”(Zj)/f”(g”), j = 
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1,2,..., n, which would mean, because f”i(Ej) = fi(Ej) [see (34)], that fi’ and 
f i” are proportional and w is representable as a sum of cubes on n linear 
forms. The contradiction proves the lemma. n 
DEFINITION 1. We say that a cubic form o acting in C” is of type 1 if in 
an appropriate basis { E,, ES,. . . , CT,, } of C”: 
(a) wz” is regular and rank([ Di, Dj]) = 2, i, j = 1,2,. . . , n - 1, i # j. 
(b)There exist vectors j?i,pZ ,..., fi”_i~C” and forms pL1,pz ,..., P,_~E 
( Cn)* such that 
(bl) /A&?~) = ,uj(Ei), i, j = 1,2,.. ., rr - 1; 
(b2) o(E,, pi, X) = kpi(lC), i = 1,2,. . . , n; /.L, = 0, &, = 0, k is the same 
for all i’s; 
_- 
(b3) [DiDj]~=~j(X)jIi-~i(x)pj, i,j=1,2 ,..., n. 
(c) There exist numbers pi0, i = 1,2,. . . , n - 1, such that 
(cl) Dipi - Djjii = pjopi - piopi, i, j = 1,2,. . . , n - 1; 
(~2) pj(Dilc)--pi(DjX)=pjopi(X)-piopj(2), i,j=l,2,...,n-1. 
(d) The linear operators fii: C”+’ + C”+‘, where C”+’ = C”@&, defined 
by the identities 
4X= Dif-pi(F)Fo, XE C”, (51) 
I&) = pi -pi&$, (52) 
i=1,2 , . . . , n - 1, commute and break C”+’ down into the unique direct 
sum of one-dimensional subspaces each of which is an eigensubspace of 
every fii. 
Note that I do not claim that the conditions of Definition 1 are indepen- 
dent. 
THEOREM 1. A nondecomposable cubic fnm o acting in C” can be 
expressed as a sum of cubes of n + 1 linear forms if and only if it is of type 1 
(and therefore is regular). 
Proof. Prove first that the condition is necessary. It follows immediately 
from Lemma 6 that o,- is regular for almost all E E C”, and, because of (48), 
for almost any basis {E,, &, . . . , En_,, n if } of C”, (a) holds. Let t E C be an 
arbitrary number other than 0, and set & = tD&, pi(X) = (l/t)q(pif)Jsee 
(35), (36), (43), (45)]. Then (bl) is a consequence of the identity Diej = Diei, 
and (49) and (50) yield w(E,, pi, X) = tC(E,,, Die,, C) = tG(E,, fiiEo> 5) = 
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t~(&, &, X) = - t+(fi&w(E,, Za, E,,). Thus, (b2) holds with 
k = - t2L3(en, e , ~7~). (53) 
Note the following consequence of (b2): 
Pi(l)j)=Pj(r)i)’ (54) 
The equation (b3) is just a paraphrase of (48). Since (48) holds for any 
X E C”+ ‘, by denoting 
Pi0 = +( ‘i’O>T i = 1,2 ,...,n-1, (55) 
and setting “1 EO, we c_onvert (48) into (cl). Next, +([fiifij]X) = 0, or 
+( fii[ DjF - +( DjX)Zo] - Dj[ Dii - I+( fiiX)Zo]) = 0. Taking into account our 
definition of pi and (55), we can rewrite the last identity in the form (~2). 
And, finally, (d) follows from (47) and Lemma 10. The necessity is proved. 
Now assume that the given form is of type 1, and prove that it can be 
expressed as a sum of n + 1 cubes of linear forms. Introduce an (n + l)- 
dimensional space C n+ i = C” @ ZO, and define a trilinear function (3 acting in 
c *+ ’ by the following identities; 
-- - _- - 
L3(x, y, z) = w(x, y, x) if x, y, 2 E C”; 
&(6?,, f?,, nt) = 0 if X E C”; G(e,, eo, Zo) = k; L3(Zi, go, X) = - pi(f)k if XE C”, 
i = 1,2,..., n - 1; 6(Zi, Eo,Eo) = - piok; G(iFo,Zo,~o) = k,. Here, k is from 
Definition 1, as well as the function pi and numbers pie; k, is a parameter 
whose value will be defined later. Straightforward checking shows that the 
operators fii [see (51), (52)] are exactly the operators defined by (4) for 6. 
Due to Lemma 3 (applied to (3) and (d) of Definition 1, the Gram-Schmidt 
procedure of Section 2 will work for G. So, if vectors & fi,:. . , f,, f,,, 
represent one-dimensional spaces from (d) and { f”, f”“, . . . , f”, f”+ ’ } is the 
conjugate basis of linear forms, then, for appropriate constants - - _- 
C1,C2,...,Cn,Cn+1, we have (3’(Zi, x, y) = 0, i = 1,2,. . . , n, x, y E Cn+‘, where 
n+l 
L3’( x, y, z) = 3(x, y, z) - c c%‘( x)fl( Y)p’( 5). 
t=1 
Note that all our manipulations with J so far have not involved k,. Now, by 
setting 
n+l 
ko= c C,[f”‘GO)13~ 
t=1 
we can make 6’ vanish. The restrictions of (5 and the f' ‘s on C” provide the 
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desired representations of o: 
n+l 
Q(f, i-i, 4 = c c,f’(~)ft(Y)f’(z). 
t=1 
The theorem is proved. 
LEMMA 11. Zfw i.s a cubic form (17) with (38), and the vector U,+l is 
defined by (35), then C++, is regular. 
Proof. Let h = 1 -f”+‘(~~)f”+‘(V,+l). Note that h # 0. Indeed, the 
equation 
n+l 
fn+w= tC1f'(e.)f'(u,+l)f'(r) 
can be rewritten as 
andh=0wouldyie1df”(~~+,)=0,t=1,2,...,n[beca~eof(35)],~~+,=~, 
and f n+ ' = 0, which is excluded. So h + 0 and 
f"+1(*)=~t~lf'(~)f'(4,+~)f'(~). (56) 
Note that 
f'(c+lw~ t =1,2,...,n; (57) 
otherwise, w would be decomposable. Let ki be a vector such that 
w(E, G”+l, X) = 0, XE C”. Then 
n+l 
t~lf'(e)ft(q+,)ff(r)=O. 
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or, due to (56), 
2 f’(4ft(th+1)ff(4 
t=1 
= - ;f”+‘G)f”+‘(o,+l) t~lf’(i)ft(~“+l)f’(i). 
Since the forms f’, f’,. . . , f are linearly independent and (57) holds, the 
last identity yields f’(Z) = - I/hf”+‘(a)f”+‘(v,+,)f’(e,) (t = 1,2,. .., n), 
or a= - l/hf”+‘(a)f”+‘(u,+,)e,. Under our usual assumption, oF,, is 
regular, so it follows from the last equation that ki = 6, which proves the 
lemma. n 
LEMMA 12. The vectors DIea, D&, . . . , D,, _ ,Zo are linearly independent. 
Proof. Let (d,D, + d,D, + ... +d,p,D,m,)Fo = 6, or V= 
f”+1(e;,)(d,D,+d,D,+...+d,~,D,~,)U,+1-[dlf”+1(el)+d,f”+1(e,) 
+ . . . + d,-J”+‘(E,~,>]v,+, = 0. We have w(&~, V, X) = 0 (XE C”), or 
w(fn+‘(E,)(d,e, + d& + . . . + d n-lC”-1) - [dlf”+‘(el> + dzf”+‘(Q 
+ . . . + d,_,f”+‘(e,~,)]e,,, 6”+1, X) = 0. Taking into account that w,-,~ + , is 
regular(Lemmall)and(38),weconcludethat d,=d,= ... =d,-,=O. H 
Theorem 1 and Lemma 12 make obvious the algorithm that enables one 
to express a given cubic form as a sum of n + 1 cubes of linearly independent 
linear forms or convince oneself that it is impossible. We illustrate this 
algorithm in the following example. 
EXAMPLE 3. Express w = 12x; - 10x: - x,” + xi - 3x,2x, - 12~;~s + 
12~;~~ +27x,2x, - 12x:x, - 15x$, +18x,2x, - 12x,2x, +3x,2x, +36x,2x, - 
39x:x, - 3x,2x,-6x,x,x, +24x,x,x, - 30x,x,x, as a sum of cubes of 5 
linear forms in xl, x2, xs, x4. 
Let n = 4, {e,, Es, Es, Ed} be a basis of C4, and F= x$, + x&a + xaen + 
x4Z4. The components of our form are will = 12, waas = - 10, a333 = - 1, 
w444 = 1, wrr2 = - 1, wu3 = - 4, w1r4 = 4, wr= = 9, waB = - 4, 0224 = - 5, 
wraa=6, wsss= -4, as,,+, = 1, wr,+,= 12, w244 = - 13, wa4 = - 1, wrss= 
- 1, w1s4 = 4, WIM = 0, wm = - 5. Evaluating the matrices of the operators 
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Di and [ Di, Dj] as in Example 2, we obtain 
-g 1 
-2 0 
-5 ; 0’ I 0 
: 0 
2 1 
z 0’ 3 
-2 (1 0 0 0 0 -1 2 1’ + 0  
_a 
8 
0’ 
1 4 0 
_m 24 0 
L5s 24 0 
0 0 
0 
4 
0 I 
0’ 
; 0 
0 0 0 1 0 
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The vector P1 can be found as a vector that spans the one-dimensional 
intersection of the two-dimensional spaces Im([D,, D,]) and Im([ D,, DJ). 
After elementary evaluations, we obtain p1 = 252El + 18f& + 453 - 155F4. 
Similarly, Im([ D,, D,])nIm([ D,, 0-J) is spanned by a vector pZ = - yel - 
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216&$ - 441Ea + 153Zd, and Im([Di, Ds]) n Im([Q, Q.]) by a vector p3 = 
- 3213Zi - 2418& - 5191Za + 1934Q. We do not need the last vector to 
complete the solution. Functions pi(X) and ~a( f) that satisfy (b3) of 
Definition 1 are pi(?) =&xi + &x2 + &x3, pa(X) = &xi - &xzxz - &x3. 
Next, DipZ - Dapi= - YZi- yZa+$%s + ?a, ed from (cl) we get 
pia = - !$, naa = y. The matrix (fii) of the operator D, defined by (51) and 
(52) relative to the basis (e,, Za, es, Z,,, Q,) is 
1. 1 -5 2 4 2 1 252 
1 0 -2 0 186 
(Q= _; -i _y 0 451 
13 
18 
-3 ; 0 - 155 
-1 -$ _& 0 13 
108 3 
The characteristic polynomial of fii is X5 - 2X4 - 2X3 + sh2 + ax - i; its 
roots are A,= 1, h,= -1, h,=2, X4 =i, t5= -i. The corresponding 
eigenvectors are fi = {54,36,84, - 24, l}, fi = { 594, 3961948, - 384,7}, 
f, = { - 54, - 36,120, - 24,1}, f4 = {54,72,84, - 60, l}, f5 = {54,72,120, 
- 24,1}, and the conjugate forms are fl’(X)=(xi- x2- x3 + x4 + 
162x,)/72, p(X) = ( xi - x2 + x3 - x4 - 126x,)/648, p(X) = ( - 2x, - x2 
+ x3 - x4 +36x,)/324, p(X) = ( - xi + x2 - x3 - 2x, +54x,)QO8, p(X) 
=(-xX,+2x2+x3+2x4 - 54x,)/108. To get (3, the cube of f’ has to be 
multiplied by the number ci and all products have to be added. The number 
ci can be evaluated as, for example, (5( cd, a, i)/[ f’( Ed)] 2, i = 1,2,3,4,5. 
Note that evaluation of (5( Ed, a, A) requires only the coefficients W44i, 
i = 1,2,3,4, since 3,, = 0 (see proof of Theorem 1). We have ci = 373248, 
C, = 272097792, c, = - 34012224, c, = - 1259712, cg = - 1259712. So the 
given form, which is the restriction G/C” and can be obtained from (3 by 
setting x0 = 0, is (xi - x2 - x3 + r4)3 +(x, - x2 + x3 - x4)3 +(2x, + X2 - X3 
+ x$ +(x1 - x2 + x3 +2x,)3 +(x, - 2x2 - x3 - 2x4)3. 
5. ON REPRESENTING A CUBIC FORM 
AS A SUM OF n + m CUBES OF LINEAR FORMS 
Some of the results of the previous section can be easily generalized to the 
case of n + m cubes. Let {Z,, Z2,. . . , En} be a basis of C” and 
n+Wl 
w(x, Y, 2) = c f’(Qf’(1J).fw~ 
t=1 
(58) 
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where linear forms f’, f2,. . . , f” are linearly independent and 
j-y x) = cilxl + ci2x2 + . . . + Ci”X”, i=1,2,...,n+m (59) 
(x=r,e,+x,e,+ ... + r,E,,). When discussing forms expressible as sums of 
n + m cubes we shall assume that a form cannot be expressed as a sum of 
fewer cubes. Assume that oe;, is regular, and define vectors 
2)n+i,L),+2 ,..., iT”+,by the identities 
cd@“, .D;l+j(, x) = fn+yiq, k=1,2 ,..., m. (60) 
Introduce an (n + m )-dimensional space 
c “+m = C”fI3e”+,a3e”+,~ . . . ee,,, (61) 
and a cubic form 5 acting in C”+“’ by setting 
+(c Y, 2) = i (C,,~,>(Ct,Y,)(Ct,~,) 
t,s=1 
+ I? 2 (c”+u,s~s + "+u)(crl+u.sYs + Yn+J 
u=l s=l 
x (%+,.s~s + Zn+u), (62) 
where 5 = x~F, + . . . + x,E” + r,,+iE,,+i + . . . + x,,+&+~, Y = YF, 
+ *** +y,e;,+y,+,e,+,+ .*f +yn+mEn+m, z=z,e,+ ... +z,e,+ 
- 2 n+l%+l + * *. + z”+,e”+,; x, y, ZE C”+“. 
Assume that “FE is regular, i.e., that f’(Z”)f2(E,,). . . f”‘“(E,) + 0, and 
define operators D,,B2,...,Bn_i,B,, (=Idn), b,,+ir...,fi,,+m:Cn+m+ 
-- 
C”+” by the identities G(Ei, x, y) = S(c,,, ai?, Y), i = I,2,. . . , n + m. Since 
G is a sum of n + m cubes of independent linear forms, the algebra of 
operators generated by Bi, B2,. . . , Dn+, is isomorphic to the algebra of all 
diagonal (n + m) x (n + m) matrices. Repeating almost verbatim the argu- 
ments that brought us to the formulas (47), we obtain 
where up” is the projection of C”+” on E,,, parallel to C” @ Z,,, 1 
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a3 ... a3e,+,_,cBe,+,+,G3 ... @e,+, [so @“(f + x,+le;l+l + x,+gn+2 
+ **. +x ,+,G+,> = Xn+u’ Life C”lY 
e,” = fn+“(E”)t?l+u - en+,, u=1,2 ,...) m, (64 
and Di (which are defined our regular way for the form w) are expanded to 
the linear mappings: C”+” + C” by the identities 
Die,,” = fn+u(e;)G”+“, i = 1,2 ,...,rl- 1, u=1,2 ,..., m. (65) 
For the commutators [Di, Dj], we obtain the following formulas that gener- 
alize (48): 
[Di>Dj]X= E [d(~jr)~ieo,-b(~i~)~je,,]. (66) 
t=1 
Following the line of reasoning of Section 4, we can expand (49)-(50) to 
and 
(3(e,,e,,, x) = 0, u=1,2 m, ,..., FEC”, (67) 
G(Zi,e,,,X) = - 2 b(~i~)~(e;l,e,,,e,t), XE C”+“. (68) 
t=1 
LEMMA 13. There exists a linear combination of fil, &, . . . , fin_ 1 whose 
eigenvalues are all distinct. 
Proof. The proof is a paraphrase of that of Lemma 10 [it goes without 
saying that no two forms f t in (58) are proportional]. n 
DEFINITION 2. We say that a cubic form o acting in C” is of type VI if 
in an appropriate basis {E,, &. . . , e;l} of C”: 
(a) wEn is regular. 
(b) There exist (n - 1)m vectors Flu, &U,...r&l,U and (n - 1)m forms 
cL”l,P”2,..., P u,n_l~(C”)*, u=1,2 ,..., m, such that 
W) 
(b2) 
WI 
pUi(Ej)=pUj(Ei), u=1,2 ,..., m, i,j=1,2 ,..., n-l; 
m 
w(e,,, P,,, X) = c Ic,,P~~(X), k,, do not depend on i, i = 1,2 ,..., 
t=1 
n-l, u=l,2 ,..., m; 
[Di, Dj]F= F (ptj(f)P,, -pti(F)jTjt), i, j = 1,2 ,..., n - 1. 
t=1 
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(c) There exist numbers pitu (i = 1,2,. . . , n - 1; t, u = 1,2,. . . , m) such that 
(~1) Dipi” - DiPi, = E (ILjtuPit - Pi,“pi,); 
t=1 
(d) The linear operators Di : C”+“’ + C”+“‘, where C”+” = C”@ &,i@ &,a 
@ **. @EC),, defined by the identities 
‘)ig(Ju =Pi, - f PitueOt> i = 1,2 ,...,n-1, u = 1,2 ,..., m, (70) 
t=1 
commute and break C”+” down into the unique direct sum of one- 
dimensional subspaces, each of which is an eigensubspace of every Di. 
THEOREM 2. A regular cubic foTm w can be expressed as a sum of 
n + m cubes of linear forms iffit is of type m. 
Proof. The proof is almost a verbatim paraphrase of that of Theorem 1 
(instead of one parameter k, to be defined later, here we have the whole 
form o/e,,G3e,,63 f * * @i$, to be defined from the condition (5’ = 0). W 
Note that the regularity of w is a consequence of its expressibility as a 
sum of n + 1 cubes. Whether or not there exist values of m >, 2 such that this 
is true for n + m cubes is an open question. For this reason the regularity of 
w is an additional requirement in Theorem 2. 
Although Theorem 2 gives necessary and sufficient conditions for 
expressibility of w as a sum of n + m cubes, it is not clear in general how to 
check if a (regular) form is of type m and, if it is, how to calculate all the 
scalars and vectors whose existence is assumed in Definition 2. In order to 
develop an algorithm to express w as a sum of n + m cubes of linear forms, 
we need a method to compute vectors piU and forms pUi( X) that appear in 
Definition 2. If they are known, it is clear from our previous arguments how 
to complete the solution. In Section 4, we had m = 1 and took any vector 
other than zero of, say, Im([D,, D,])nIm([ D,, DJ) as pl; then each of the 
vectors pZ, pa,. . . , P, _ 1 was obtained as an appropriate normed vector be- 
longing to the intersection of images of the corresponding commutators. After 
this, it was simple to find all forms pi and complete the solution. That the 
algorithm works was guaranteed by Lemma 12. For an arbitrary m, I could 
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not find any analog 
Section 4, we limit 
assumptions hold. 
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to Lemma 12. So, in order to follow the pattern of 
ourselves to the case when the following additional 
ASSUMPTION 1. Dim(Im[ Di, Dj]) = 2m, i, j = 1,2,. . . , n - 1, i # j. In 
other words, the 2m vectors Pit and fijjt that appear in (b3) of Definition 2 
are linearly independent. 
ASSUMPTION 2. For i = 1,2,. . . , n - 1, DimCi = m, where 
n-1 
ci= n Im[Di,Dk]. 
i=+! 1 
If n is even, Dim(Im[D,, Dj]) Q n - 2 (since [Di, Dj] is skew-symmetric 
and [ Di, Dj] Z,, = 0). So Assumption 1 fails unless m < (n - 2)/2. If n is odd, 
Dim(Im[ Di, Oj]) < n - 1. But if Dim(Im[D,, cj]) = n - 1, Assumption 2 fails, 
because due to the identity w(&, Z,,,[Oi, Oj]r) = 0 all subspaces Im[o,, OjJ 
(i # i) coincide and Dim C, = 2m z m. 
So, for a given n, we are forced to limit ourselves to the case m < 
[(n - 3)/21, h h w ic excludes, for example, the case of 7 cubes in S-dimen- 
sional space. 
Provided that Assumptions l-2 are satisfied, we can express the given 
form w as a sum of n + m cubes of linear forms or prove that it is impossible 
to do so. Note that, if vectors pi,, piz,. . . , Plm are given and w is of type m, 
then there exists a unique set of remaining vectors piU, forms pUi, numbers 
kut, and pitu that satisfy Definition 2. Indeed, using (b3) of Definition 2 with 
i = 1, j = 2,3,. . . , n - 1, we find 
as the projection of [OiOj]X on C, parallel to Cj and, hence, the forms 
PUj(X), U = 1,2,.. ., m. Then, using (b3) with i=2, j=3,4 ,,.., n-l, we 
find vectors piU (j = 2,3,. . . , n - 1; u = 1,2,. . . , m) and, finally, from (b3) 
with i = 1, j = 2, forms pri, pai ,..., p,,,i. The numbers pitu can be found 
from (cl) (they exist, since our form is of type m, and are unique, since 
Ci n Cj = (6) f or i # j). So, in order to complete our algorithm, we need to 
_ 
show how to fmd vectors pir, pi,, . . . , p,,. I claim that any basis of C, is 
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equally good for { P,,, Plz,. . . , & >. Indeed, let o be a cubic form (58) and 
m 
Plu = c &4tQ%t~ 
t=1 
where [g,,] is an arbitrary nonsingular m X m matrix. Introduce vectors 
-, -, eel, e02,. . . , i&, defined by the identities 
m 
CT;, = c guteOtr 
t=1 
so 
where u = 1,2 ,..., m, [h,,] = [gut]-‘, and rewrite the identities (63) and 
(66) in terms of E& by replacing CO, with the above. The identity (63) 
becomes 
where 
U”(Y) = ? htn”(Y>. 
t=1 
Similarly, 
So the equations (63) and (66) can be rewritten as 
[ DiDi] f= f [ ut( fijf)DiF& - c#i’( iJqo,q),] . (66’) 
t=1 
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The proof of part 1 (necessity) of Theorem 2 could be carried out on the basis 
of the identities (63’) and (66’) in the same way as it was done on the basis of 
(63) and (66), and all conditions of Definition 2 would be satisfied with an 
arbitrary basis of C, serving as prr, firs,. . . , jTl,,,. This remark concludes the 
justification of the algorithm. 
The final remark is related to the regularity of o. Let 
n + m 
w(x, y, z) = c fi(x)fi(~)fi(z), m < 12, 
i=l 
and the forms f’, f2,. . . f” be linearly independent. “Normally” we can find 
a vector En such that f”“(E,) = f”+2(G,) = . . . = f”‘“(Z,) = 0 while 
f’(Q)f2(E,,) . . . f”(E,,) # 0. By Lemma 6, w is regular. This simple observa- 
tion gives rise to the following problem. Let S, + m = { a,, a,, . . . ,a,, + m } be a 
set of n-dimensional vectors, rank(S,+,) = n. We say that Sntn, has property 
* if thereexists S,cS,+,, S,= {CIi,,aiz,...Zin},suchthatrank(S,)=n and 
none of the vectors from S, belongs to the subspace spanned by S,+,\ S,. 
An example of S, +m without property * : { ii,, ii,, . . . , E, } is a basis of C”; 
cz a 
_ 
n+l’ n+2’...ra”+m E [an~m+l,an_m+2,...ran]. But here Sntm is decom- 
posable in the sense that S,, n, = S,, U S, _ “,, where S2”, = 
{“n~“l+l,Qn~m+z,...,4,+,}, S,_,= {Qr,a2,...>qP,}, S,,nS,-,,=@> 
and [S,,] CI [S, _ ,] = (0) (the symbol [S] stands for the subspace spanned by 
vectors from S). My conjecture is that if S, + m is not decomposable, property 
* always holds, and therefore a nondecomposable cubic form that is not 
regular cannot be expressed as a sum of fewer than 2n cubes of linear forms. 
I take this opportunity to express my deep gratitude to Professor James 
Pomj+et for valuable discussions and assistance in editing the manuscript. 
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